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ANTONICK v. ELECTRONIC ARTS: EXPERT WITNESSES AND SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

Ran Duan†

I. INTRODUCTION

In the information age, computer software is crucial to almost all sectors of the modern economy. For example, software has numerous applications in telecommunications, social media, finance, education, research, transportation, manufacturing, and healthcare. Ensuring that computer programmers will benefit from their work is crucial for the development of the software industry.

In the 1980s, there were extensive discussions on whether the patent system or the copyright system should be used to protect programmer interests.¹ These discussions resulted in general acceptance that copyright best protects software, while patent only protects a portion of computer programs.²

Software, especially source code, presents a unique challenge for copyright law because it is difficult for a layperson to understand. Literal or visual works are easily understood by a lay audience. In contrast, readers without extensive training in computer programming would find the source code of a commercial software impenetrable and overwhelming. When determining substantial similarity in a copyright infringement case, the role of the expert is crucial because it would be extremely difficult for the trier of fact to determine the structure and function of the program without an expert’s aid. Therefore, even with access to the complete source code in question, the result of an infringement analysis could be arbitrary unless a court permits expert testimony.
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2. See, e.g., Carstens, supra note 1, at 29–37 (discussing Federal Circuit cases determining whether computer programs were patentable).
This Note argues that courts should allow expert witness testimony to aid fact finders determining whether computer programs in question are substantially similar. Part II explains some fundamental concepts of computer programming. Additionally, Part II introduces the current state of copyright law and the tests for substantial similarity. Part III discusses Antonick v. Electronic Arts and explains the role of expert witnesses in the Ninth Circuit’s test for substantial similarity. Part IV examines how other circuits have approached the use of experts in software copyright infringement cases. From this case law, Part V argues that expert testimony should be admissible at every stage when determining substantial similarity of software works. Finally, Part VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

A. BASIC CONCEPTS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

A computer requires both hardware and software to function properly. Computer hardware refers to physical devices of a computer system, such as the central processing unit (CPU), memory, hard disk, electrical circuits, input devices, and output devices. Computer software refers to both operating systems and application programs, which programmers design to control the hardware. Computer programs include both source code and object code. Programmers usually write and edit source code because it is often written in a programming language. Programming languages are more similar to human languages than object code. Object code is usually a binary file, which is machine executable and is not similar to human language. Thus, programmers must convert (“compile”) source code into object code to allow computers to execute the code.

Although source code is human readable in principle, it is challenging for people without training in computer programming to understand. Moreover, commercial software source code could include millions of lines of code.

4. See id.
5. See id.
7. See id.
8. See id.
9. See id.
10. See id.
which is virtually impossible for a reader to read in the timeframe of a litigation. Even computer software experts do not read the complete source code for purposes of detecting infringement; they have developed specially designed computer programs to flag similar parts in different source codes. These programs make it feasible to compare millions of lines of source code produced by both parties within the litigation timeframe.

B. INTRODUCTION TO CURRENT COPYRIGHT LAW

In 1980, Congress chose the copyright system as the primary vehicle to protect computer programmers’ interests. The copyright statute defines “computer program” as “a set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer to bring about a certain result.”

Under current copyright law, to prove copyright infringement, a copyright holder must prove “(1) ownership of a valid copyright, and (2) copying of constituent elements of the work that are original.” To satisfy the second element, a copyright holder needs proof of both actual copying of the work and that such copying constitutes an “improper appropriation.” Copyright holders can establish actual copying by direct evidence, such as witness testimony or surveillance videos. When direct evidence is not available, a copyright holder may use circumstantial evidence to prove actual copying. 

Circumstantial evidence must show that the defendant had access to the original work and that the original and allegedly infringing works are substantially similar. Likewise, to prove improper appropriation, the plaintiff must show that the defendant’s allegedly infringing work is substantially similar to the copyrightable expression in the original work.

14. Id. at 85–86.
20. See id.
21. See Nichols v. Universal Pictures, 45 F.2d 119, 121 (2d Cir. 1930).
A plaintiff’s case often hinges on proving substantial similarity. For one, even after establishing actual copying, the plaintiff still needs to prove improper appropriation, which depends on the substantial similarity of the original work and allegedly infringing work. For two, unless the defendant wholesale copies the plaintiff’s copyrighted work, a plaintiff’s case often hinges on whether the plaintiff can provide evidence establishing substantial similarity between plaintiff’s work and the alleging infringing work.

1. The Role of Experts

As the Federal Rules of Evidence Advisory Committee noted, “[a]n intelligent evaluation of facts is often difficult or impossible without the application of some scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge.” The role of the expert witness is to supply this knowledge and assist the trier of fact to better evaluate evidence proffered by both parties. Under rule 702, qualified experts may “testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue.”

Copyright jurisprudence developed in the context of literal works, visual arts, music, and other areas comprehensible by lay observers. Courts are often willing to trust the judgment of lay jurors because courts believe that lay observers can correctly find similarities among these traditionally copyrighted works. In *Arnstein v. Porter*, the Second Circuit set forth the two-step framework comprising the determination of factual copying and whether such copying amounts to misappropriation. The court explicitly excluded expert testimony when determining unlawful appropriation. The court reasoned that for unlawful appropriation, “the test is the response of the ordinary lay hearer; accordingly, on that issue, dissection and expert testimony are irrelevant.”

In these areas, courts are cautious about expert testimony for fear that

22. Shaw v. Lindheim, 919 F.2d 1353, 1361 (9th Cir. 1990) (“No amount of proof of access will suffice to show copying if there are no similarities.”).
23. *Arnstein*, 154 F.2d at 473 (“The question, therefore, is whether defendant took from plaintiff's works so much of what is pleasing to the ears of lay listeners, who comprise the audience for whom such popular music is composed, that defendant wrongfully appropriated something which belongs to the plaintiff.”).
24. See 4 NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 19, at § 13.03.
25. FED. R. EVID. 702, advisory committee notes.
26. FED. R. EVID. 702.
28. See id. at 734.
30. Id. at 468.
31. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
expert testimony may unfairly influence the jury. Experts may be biased because they are paid by parties. Some experts may only present facts and opinions favorable to the party that employs them or sneak legal conclusions into otherwise factual presentations. The risk of undue influence may also be elevated when the jury views experts as intelligent and trustworthy.

Computer software cases are different from traditional copyright cases because of their complicated and technical subject matter. As the Second Circuit noted in Computer Associates International, Inc. v. Altai, “computer programs are likely to be somewhat impenetrable by lay observers—whether they be judges or juries—and, thus, seem to fall outside the category of works contemplated by those who engineered the Arnstein test.” Because the various tests for determining substantial similarities were developed in “the context of artistic and literary, rather than utilitarian, works,” they assume that lay people can determine the similarity of expressions in the works at issue. In artistic and literary cases, the jury can better perform its duty without the interference and bias of experts. However, in computer software cases where the jury cannot make the subjective comparison in the first place, allowing expert witness will help the jury performing its duty.

2. **Existing Tests for Substantial Similarity**

As discussed earlier, proving substantial similarity is often crucial in a copyright infringement case. Without an effective and predictable way to determine substantial similarity, copyright protection would be of little value to computer programmers. Unfortunately, courts do not apply a uniform test to determine substantial similarities. There are three main tests for determining substantial similarities: the ordinary observer or intended audience test used by the Second Circuit; the extrinsic/intrinsic test developed by the

---

32. See, e.g., Marx & Co. v. Diners’ Club, Inc., 550 F.2d 505, 511 (2d Cir. 1977) (“With the growth of intricate securities litigation over the past forty years, we must be especially careful not to allow trials before juries to become battles of paid advocates posing as experts on the respective sides concerning matters of domestic law.”).


34. See Rottlund Co. v. Pinnacle Corp., 435 F.3d 726, 733 (8th Cir. 2006) (“[E]xperts enjoy an aura of reliability and trustworthiness and it is probable that the disputed evidence persuaded the jury in this case . . . .”).


37. See Altai, 982 F.2d at 713 (“In making its finding on substantial similarity with respect to computer programs, we believe that the trier of fact need not be limited by the strictures of its own lay perspective.”).

38. Compare Altai, 982 F.2d at 706–12 (setting forth a three-step test for computer software cases), with Antonick v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 841 F.3d 1062 (applying extrinsic/intrinsic test to computer software cases).
Ninth Circuit; and the abstraction, filtration, and comparison test. The Second Circuit and Ninth Circuit’s tests are the most influential in this field.

   a) The Ordinary Observer Test and Intended Audience Test

Arnstein was an early but influential case for determining non-literal copyright infringement. It was decided by the Second Circuit in 1946.39 Arnstein set forth the ordinary observer test for substantial similarity, where expert testimony is not admissible when determining unlawful appropriation.40

In Arnstein, composer Ira Arnstein alleged that another composer, Cole Porter, infringed his copyrights on several songs.41 Porter moved for summary judgment, claiming that he had never heard Arnstein’s songs.42 The district court granted Porter’s motion.43 The Second Circuit reversed, holding that Arnstein’s credibility as a witness was better left for a jury to decide.44

As discussed earlier, Arnstein set forth a two-step test for non-literal copyright infringement.45 In the copying step of the analysis, expert testimony about substantial similarity is allowed.46 However, in the unlawful appropriation step of the test, the court made clear that “expert testimony are irrelevant.”47 Although the Arnstein court did not provide much explanation of unlawful appropriation, the test is understood to require substantial similarity in the two works’ protected expression, indicating that the defendant improperly copied that expression from the plaintiff’s work.48 The Second Circuit explained that in the second step of the test, “[e]xpert testimony of musicians . . . will in no way be controlling on the issue of illicit copying, and should be utilized only to assist in determining the reactions of lay auditors.”49 The court reasoned that “the views of [musician experts] are caviar to the general—and plaintiff’s and defendant’s compositions are not caviar.”50

In Dawson v. Hinshaw, the Fourth Circuit pointed out that the ordinary observer test for non-literal infringement was flawed when the works at issue

40. Id. at 473. Although expert testimony is admissible when determining factual copying, the court made it clear that it is not admissible on the issue of unlawful appropriation.
42. Id. at *2.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 467–69.
46. Id. at 467–69.
47. Id. at 468.
49. Arnstein, 154 F.2d at 473.
50. Id.
In Dawson, the copyright holder of an arrangement of the spiritual “Ezekiel Saw De Wheel” sued composer Gilbert Martin and a music company alleging that their arrangement infringed his copyright. After a bench trial, the district court held for the defendant.

On appeal, the Fourth Circuit found the district court erred in applying an “ordinary lay observer test,” instead of an ordinary intended observer test. The court noted that Arnstein appropriately applied the ordinary observer test because the composition at issue was popular and could be appreciated by lay observers. The court reasoned that according to Arnstein's logic, “where the intended audience is significantly more specialized than the pool of lay listeners, the reaction of the intended audience would be the relevant inquiry.” Therefore, the court decided to adopt an intended observer test.

The court further explained that “an ordinary lay observer characterization of the test [is] only [permitted] where the lay public fairly represents the works’ intended audience,” as it was in Arnstein, but rather the choral director purchasing sheet music.

b) The Extrinsic/Intrinsic Test

The extrinsic/intrinsic test incorporates ideas from earlier approaches. In Sid & Marty Krofft Television Prods., Inc. v. McDonald's Corp., the Ninth Circuit established this two-prong test for determining substantial similarity. In this case, Krofft Productions sued McDonald's for copyright infringement of the Pufnstuf programs, a children's television series. It alleged that McDonald's had copied expressive elements from its programs and used them in commercials.

The Ninth Circuit announced the two-prong extrinsic/intrinsic test. The first prong determines whether there is substantial similarity in ideas. The court called the first step “extrinsic” because “it depends not on the responses

52. See id. at 732.
53. See id.
54. See id. at 733.
55. See id.
56. Id. at 734.
57. See id.
58. Id.
59. See id. at 737–38.
60. 562 F.2d 1157 (9th Cir. 1977).
61. See id. at 1161–62.
62. See id.
63. See id.
64. See id. at 1164.
of the trier of fact, but on specific criteria which can be listed and analyzed.”

In this step, disective analysis and expert testimony are permissible. The second prong determines whether there is substantial similarity between the forms of expression. This step, “intrinsic test,” is a subjective comparison that focuses on whether the ordinary, reasonable audience would find the works substantially similar in the total concept and feel of the works. The court characterized the second step as “intrinsic” because “it does not depend on the type of external criteria and analysis which marks the extrinsic test.”

Expert testimony is not admissible under the “intrinsic” analysis step.

In *Krofft*, the jury found that there was substantial similarity between the Pufnstuf programs and the McDonald’s commercials. The Ninth Circuit noted that “the intrinsic test for expression is uniquely suited for determination by the trier of fact,” and the standard of review should be the “clearly erroneous” standard. The court subsequently found that the jury’s finding was not clearly erroneous.

### c) The Abstraction, Filtration, and Comparison Test

In *Altai*, the Second Circuit announced the most influential substantial similarity test for computer programs. The abstraction, filtration, and comparison (AFC) test comprises three steps. First, courts must construct an abstraction hierarchy of the computer program. Second, courts need to filter out various unprotectable elements, such as standard programming techniques, platform determined interfaces and routines, non-original modules, and other elements excluded by various copyright doctrines. After filtration, courts compare the copyright protectable elements left in the original program with the corresponding elements in the allegedly infringing program. This test differs from the extrinsic/intrinsic test because it allows expert testimony in all three steps.

---

65. Id.
66. See id.
67. See id.
68. See id.
69. Id.
70. See Olson v. Nat’l Broad. Co., 855 F.2d 1446, 1448–49 (9th Cir. 1988) (stating that expert testimony is appropriate under the extrinsic test, but not under the intrinsic test).
71. See *Krofft*, 562 F.2d at 1162.
72. Id. at 1166.
73. See id. at 1167.
75. See id.
76. See id.
77. See id. at 707–10.
78. See id. at 710.
79. See id. at 712–14.
In *Altai*, Computer Associates sued Altai for copyright infringement of a subprogram of a job-scheduling program. Altai incorporated parts of the subprogram into its own job-scheduling program. When Computer Associates discovered that Altai might have appropriated parts of its program, it sued for copyright infringement and trade secret misappropriation. The Second Circuit agreed with the district court’s finding that most of the parameter lists and macros in question were “either in the public domain or dictated by the functional demands of the program.” Therefore, the court found that “the district court could reasonably conclude that they did not warrant a finding of infringement given their relative contribution to the overall program.”

III. **ANTONICK V. ELECTRONIC ARTS**

In *Antonick v. Electronic Arts*, the Ninth Circuit confirmed the test and evidentiary standards for determining substantial similarity in computer program copyright infringement cases. This case is influential because the Ninth Circuit covers the most significant region for computer program litigations. However, it is troubling that the Ninth Circuit applied the extrinsic/intrinsic test to this software copyright infringement case. Because courts must exclude expert testimony when determining the intrinsic prong, the test may promote arbitrariness in cases involving source code and result in unpredictable doctrine.

A. **BACKGROUND AND FACTS**

Robin Antonick developed the original John Madden Football game for the Apple II computer (Apple II Madden). It was the first football video game mimicking NFL football games. Antonick subsequently transplanted this game to IBM-compatible computers (IBM Madden). In 1989, Antonick began to work for Electronic Arts (EA), a computer game company, to develop similar Madden Football games for the Nintendo and Sega Genesis platforms. In August 1990, EA told Antonick to stop working on the Madden Football game, because they had hired Park Place Productions to

80. See id. at 698–700.
81. See id.
82. See id.
83. Id. at 714.
84. Id. at 714–15.
86. See id. at 1064.
87. See id.
88. See id.
89. See id.
create a version with “more of an arcade style.”  

In November 1990, EA released its first version of Sega Madden. In late 1991 or early 1992, EA released Antonick’s last Madden game, an updated version of IBM Madden. From 1992 to 1996, EA released a new version of the Madden Football game for Sega and Nintendo platforms every year (“Sega Madden” and “Nintendo Madden,” respectively). Under Antonick’s contract with EA, EA would pay royalties to Antonick for any “derivative work” of Apple II Madden, where “derivative work” was defined “within the meaning of the United States copyright law.” However, EA did not pay any royalties to Antonick for Sega Madden or Nintendo Madden. In 2011, Antonick sued EA seeking contract damages for unpaid royalties for Sega Madden and Nintendo Madden. Antonick claimed that Park Place copied his code and that Sega Madden and Nintendo Madden were derivative works of Apple II Madden. Antonick produced evidence that Park Place finished Sega Madden in an unreasonably short timeframe, particularly considering that Park Place was understaffed. Antonick’s expert witness, Michael Barr, opined that Sega Madden was substantially similar to certain elements of Apple II Madden. Specifically, Mr. Barr opined that both games had “similar formations, plays, play numberings, and player ratings; a similar, disproportionately wide field; a similar eight-point directional system; and similar variable names, including variables that misspelled scrimmage.” However, the complete source code of neither Apple II Madden nor Sega Madden was introduced into evidence.

The jury found that Sega Madden was a derivative work of Apple II Madden, but the district court granted judgment as a matter of law in favor of EA. The district court held that Antonick had not met his burden of proof that Sega Madden was a derivative work because Antonick did not introduce the source code of the two video games into evidence.

90. See id.
91. See id.
92. See id.
93. See id.
94. See id. at 1065.
95. See id.
96. See id.
97. See id.
98. See id.
99. See id.
100. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
101. See id.
102. See id.
103. See id.
B. SUMMARY OF DISTRICT COURT DECISION

To determine whether Sega Madden was a derivative work of Apple II Madden, the district court applied the extrinsic/intrinsic test.\textsuperscript{104} Two questions were presented to the jury: (1) whether EA copied the expression of any protected element in any of the Sega Madden games at issue; and (2) if so, whether that copying made Sega Madden an infringing work of Apple II Madden.\textsuperscript{105}

The first question corresponds to the extrinsic prong of the test. The jury found that for each version of Sega Madden, Antonick proved that there were substantial similarities between the copyright protectable elements “plays and formations.”\textsuperscript{106} The second question asked whether the copying of the source code that expressed “plays and formations” amounted to infringement.\textsuperscript{107} The jury found that all versions of Sega Madden were virtually identical to Apple II Madden.\textsuperscript{108} Therefore, the jury found that all versions of Sega Madden were derivative works of Apple II Madden and that EA owed royalties to Antonick.\textsuperscript{109}

The district court, however, granted judgment as a matter of law in favor of EA.\textsuperscript{110} The court noted that there was insufficient evidence to enable the jury to make a comparison of Apple II Madden and the different versions of Sega Madden because neither the source code of Apple II Madden or Sega Madden was introduced into evidence.\textsuperscript{111} The court noted that without both games’ source code, the jury had no evidence from which to place the protected expression “in the context of Apple II Madden as a whole.”\textsuperscript{112} In addition, the Court found Mr. Barr’s testimony and the visual presentation of the “plays and formations” of Apple II Madden and Sega Madden impermissible because the plays and formations were not copyright protectable.\textsuperscript{113} The Court explained that Antonick’s ownership was limited to the “expression of the plays and formations in his source code, not the plays


\textsuperscript{105} See id.

\textsuperscript{106} Id.

\textsuperscript{107} Id.

\textsuperscript{108} See id.

\textsuperscript{109} See id.

\textsuperscript{110} See id.

\textsuperscript{111} See id.

\textsuperscript{112} See id.

\textsuperscript{113} See id.

\textsuperscript{111} Id. at *7–8.

\textsuperscript{113} Id. at *11 (citing 17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (2006)) (“In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery.”).
and formations themselves.”\textsuperscript{114}

C. \textbf{SUMMARY OF NINTH CIRCUIT DECISION}

The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling.\textsuperscript{115} The court first affirmed that the two-part extrinsic/intrinsic test was the proper test to determine substantial similarity in this case.\textsuperscript{116} The court then concluded that without the games’ source code, the jury could not “compare the works to determine substantial similarity.”\textsuperscript{117} The court noted Antonick did not satisfy his evidentiary burden under the best evidence rule. Under the best evidence rule, Antonick was required to introduce the complete source code of his original work to compare with the allegedly infringing work.\textsuperscript{118} Moreover, the court found that expert testimony could not satisfy the plaintiff’s burden of proof under the intrinsic prong.\textsuperscript{119} The court further noted that the lay testimony about the appearance of the games was irrelevant, because Antonick did not assert a copyright interest in Apple II Madden’s audiovisual appearance, but only in its source code.\textsuperscript{120} Therefore, the Court affirmed District Court’s judgment as a matter of law in favor of EA.\textsuperscript{121}

\textbf{IV. EXPERT WITNESS ADMISSIBILITY ON OUTSIDE THE NINTH CIRCUIT}

As discussed in Part I, the Second Circuit applies the AFC test, which allows expert witnesses when determining substantial similarity.\textsuperscript{122} Although other circuits may use different tests, most also allow expert witnesses to assist the jury to assess substantial similarities. The First, Tenth, and Eleventh Circuits also adopted the AFC test.\textsuperscript{123} The Fourth and Sixth Circuits adopted the intended audience test, which allows expert testimony when dealing with computer software cases.\textsuperscript{124} Although the Fifth, Seventh, and Eighth Circuits adopted the ordinary observer test, some districts in these circuits still allow

\textsuperscript{114} Id. (citing Oracle Am., Inc. v. Google Inc., 872 F. Supp. 2d 974, 997–98 (N.D. Cal. 2012)) (“[T]here might be a myriad of ways in which a programmer may . . . express the idea embodied in a given subroutine.”).

\textsuperscript{115} See Antonick v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 841 F.3d 1062, 1064 (9th Cir. 2016).

\textsuperscript{116} See id. at 1065–66.

\textsuperscript{117} Id. at 1066.

\textsuperscript{118} See id. (“There can be no proof of ‘substantial similarity’ and thus of copyright infringement unless Seiler’s works are juxtaposed with Lucas’ and their contents compared.”) (applying the best evidence rule in a copyright action).

\textsuperscript{119} See id. at 1067.

\textsuperscript{120} See id.

\textsuperscript{121} See id. at 1069.

\textsuperscript{122} See discussion \textit{infra} Section II.B.2.

\textsuperscript{123} See discussion \textit{infra} Section IV.A.

\textsuperscript{124} See discussion \textit{infra} Section IV.B.
experts to testify on substantial similarity. Thus, the most important factor when a court determines whether to allow expert witnesses is the test that the court applies. This Part will discuss software copyright infringement cases that allowed expert testimony across circuits and grouped by the test applied.

A. The Abstraction, Filtration, Comparison Test

Under the AFC test, courts allow experts to testify on the issue of substantial similarity.

1. The First Circuit

In *Baystate Technologies v. Bentley System*, Baystate Technologies, a software company that designs computer-aided design (CAD) software sued another software company, Bentley System, alleging that Bentley’s data transfer program infringed its CAD software copyright. The data transfer program was designed to help users transfer data from Baystate’s CAD software to Bentley’s CAD software. Both parties offered expert testimony. The experts agreed that the data structures were, at least to some extent, similar. However, Baystate’s expert opined that these similarities were necessary.

The court allowed the parties to present their expert testimony and adopted the AFC test. The court admitted expert testimony on whether Baystate’s data structures were similar to Bentley’s. Based on the expert testimony, the court found that Baystate and Bentley’s CAD software were substantially similar.

2. The Tenth Circuit

In *Gates Rubber Co. v. Bando Chemical Industries, Ltd.*, the owner of a copyright for software, Gates Rubber, sued its competitor, Bando Chemical, for infringement. Bando Chemical had hired a former employee of Gates Rubber to develop a computer program with similar functions.

---

125. See discussion *infra* Section IV.C.
127. See *id.* at 1084.
128. See *id.* at 1085.
129. See *id.*
130. See *id.*
131. See *id.* at 1090, 1098.
132. See *id.* (“The documentation contained the data structures which were the subject of the experts’ comparisons.”).
133. See *id.*
135. See *id.*
The court in *Gates Rubber* allowed expert testimony and adopted the AFC test. The court stated, “[g]iven the complexity and ever-changing nature of computer technology, we decline to set forth any strict methodology in the abstraction of computer programs.” The court further explained, “in most cases[,] we foresee that the use of experts will provide substantial guidance to the court in applying an abstraction test.” Likewise, the court held that expert testimony should also be considered in the subsequent filtration and comparison steps.

3. *The Eleventh Circuit*

In *CMAX/Cleveland v. UCR*, the owner of a copyright for a computer information system, CMAX, sued a rent-to-own company, UCR, for infringement. UCR first licensed the software from CMAX, but in light of financial considerations and CMAX’s unwillingness to make modifications, later decided to develop its own system. CMAX alleged that UCR copied its source code and data files in developing UCR’s own software.

In *UCR*, the Middle District of Georgia adopted the AFC test. The court allowed both parties to present their expert witness, and the court found that CMAX’s expert gave a more credible testimony. CMAX’s expert concluded that UCR’s software copied the “file structures, record layouts, transaction codes and internal documentation” of the CMAX software. The court ultimately held for CMAX.

B. **The Intended Audience Test**

Under the intended audience test, lay observers should not be considered the intended audience in computer software infringement cases. Thus, to aid the trier of fact’s understanding, courts applying the intended audience test allow experts to testify on the question of substantial similarity.

---

136. See id. at 834–35.
137. Id.
138. Id.
139. See id. at 842–45.
141. See id.
142. See id. at 344.
143. See id.
144. See id. at 348 (“Having considered the expert testimony presented by both parties regarding the structural similarities that actually exist between the two systems at issue, the Court concludes that Rick Ramsden, Computermax’s expert, gave the best supported and most credible testimony.”).
145. Id.
146. See id. at 356–57.
1. The Fourth Circuit

In Dawson v. Hinshaw Music, the Fourth Circuit held that the second step of the Arnstein approach should be conducted from the view of an intended audience, instead of lay observers. Although Dawson is not a computer software case, the court discussed software copyrights in dicta. The court noted that “the advent of computer programming infringement actions has forced courts to recognize that sometimes the non-interested or uninformed lay observer simply lacks the necessary expertise to determine similarities or differences between products.” Citing a Third Circuit opinion, the Dawson court noted that “the complexity of computer programs, combined with the general public’s unfamiliarity with such programs, rendered the ordinary observer test senseless.” The court concluded that “only a reckless indifference to common sense would lead a court to embrace a doctrine that requires a copyright case to turn on the opinion of someone who is ignorant of the relevant differences and similarities between two works.” Thus, the Dawson court explicitly embraced expert testimony in computer software copyright infringement cases.

2. The Sixth Circuit

The Sixth Circuit did not have its own specific test for determining substantial similarity in copyright cases until 2003 when it set forth a two-step test. Under this test, courts first filter out unoriginal, unprotectable elements, then look at the substantial similarity of the works from the perspective of the intended audience.

a) SAS Institute, Inc. v. S&H Computer Systems, Inc.

In SAS Institute v. S&H, decided before 2003, the Middle District of Tennessee applied the ordinary observer test. SAS, the owner of a copyright for statistical analysis software, brought the infringement suit against S&H, its
competitor.\textsuperscript{155} Although the ordinary observer test does not allow expert testimony, the Middle District of Tennessee nevertheless allowed experts to testify on the question of substantial similarity, and in fact, appointed an expert to assist the court.\textsuperscript{156} SAS’s expert testified that “early source code for the S&H product was substantially similar to the source code for SAS.”\textsuperscript{157} The court ultimately found that the plaintiff’s expert’s testimony was credible.\textsuperscript{158}

b) \textit{Kohus v. Mariol}

The Sixth Circuit first mandated its two-step test in \textit{Kohus}.\textsuperscript{159} In the first step, similar to the first step in the AFC test, the court must identify which aspects of the plaintiff’s work are protected by copyright.\textsuperscript{160} After the court filters out the unprotected elements, the court then looks at the substantial similarity of the works.\textsuperscript{161}

Endorsing the Fourth Circuit’s approach, the Sixth Circuit made clear that the second step should be directed to the perspective of the intended audience.\textsuperscript{162} Following \textit{Dawson}, the court reasoned that “[t]he ordinary observer test is based on the economic incentive view of copyright law, that the ‘purpose of the copyright laws is to provide creators with a financial incentive to create for the ultimate benefit of the public.’”\textsuperscript{163} The court noted that the \textit{Arnstein} test was “designed for cases where the lay audience purchases the product at issue, and where the lay audience’s untutored judgment determines whether the product will sell.”\textsuperscript{164} The court further noticed that in cases “where the target audience possesses specialized expertise . . . the specialist’s perception of similarity may be much different from the lay observer’s, and it is appropriate in such cases to consider similarity from the specialist’s perspective.”\textsuperscript{165} On the admissibility of expert witnesses, the court held that “[e]xpert testimony will usually be necessary to educate the trier of fact in those elements for which the specialist will look.”\textsuperscript{166}
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C. THE ORDINARY OBSERVER TEST

As discussed earlier, under the ordinary observer test, courts look at whether, in the lay observer’s view, the works are substantially similar, showing that the defendant unlawfully appropriated the plaintiff’s work.\textsuperscript{167} Expert testimony is not admissible under this test. However, several districts applying the ordinary observer test allowed expert witnesses to testify on the question of substantial similarity in software copyright infringement cases.

1. The Fifth Circuit

In \textit{Seastrunk v. Darwell Integrated Tech.}, the owner of a copyright for air conditioner monitoring software, Seastrunk, brought the infringement action against Darwell, alleging that Darwell had copied his source code in developing its own version of monitoring software.\textsuperscript{168}

The Northern District of Texas allowed Seastrunk’s expert to testify, but ultimately found the testimony that the parties’ software was substantially similar not credible.\textsuperscript{169} The court noted that Darwell’s rebuttal expert “pointed out several instances where [Seatrunk’s expert] found substantial similarity that [was] actually standard in the industry or dictated by third-party hardware.”\textsuperscript{170} Subsequently, the court found that Seastrunk failed to show that Darwell’s software was substantially similar to his own.\textsuperscript{171}

2. The Seventh Circuit

In \textit{Century Consultants v. Miller Group}, the owner of a copyright for school administration software, Century, brought an infringement action against its licensee, Miller, for violating the license agreement.\textsuperscript{172} Specifically, Century alleged that Miller had improperly used Century’s source code and structures in violation of the licensing agreement while developing its own school management software.\textsuperscript{173}

The Central District of Illinois allowed Century’s expert to testify on the question of substantial similarity.\textsuperscript{174} The expert opined that “all the programs contained substantial similarities, including similar language, structure, and

\textsuperscript{167} See discussion supra Section II.B.2.
\textsuperscript{169} See id. at *4.
\textsuperscript{170} Id.
\textsuperscript{171} See id. at *9–10.
\textsuperscript{173} See id.
\textsuperscript{174} See id.
logic.’175 He thus concluded that Miller’s school management software was “developed from” Century’s software.176 The court subsequently granted summary judgment in favor of Century because Miller did not provide any expert testimony to rebut Century’s allegations.177

3. *The Eighth Circuit*

Although the Eighth Circuit applies a general *Arnstein* test, in *E.F. Johnson Co. v. Uniden Corp. of America*, the District of Minnesota allowed expert testimony on substantial similarity.178 In *E.F. Johnson*, the owner of a software copyright for a radio system, E.F. Johnson, brought an infringement action against its competitor, Uniden.179 E.F. Johnson’s radio system had been on the market for some time when Uniden’s system was released.180 After a thorough comparison of the products, E.F. Johnson’s engineers concluded that Uniden had copied their software.181

The court allowed experts to testify on the issue of substantial similarity, finding that “[b]ecause a copyrighted computer program is stored on a computer chip or disc well-hidden from public view, application of the ordinary observer test in a computer software context has proven problematical.”182 The court held that “[t]he fiction of the lay observer is thus abandoned in favor of an analysis of similarities and differences in the copyrighted and allegedly offending computer programs.”183 With the aid of experts, the court concluded that Uniden’s radio system was substantially similar to E.F. Johnson’s.184

V. **DISCUSSION**

Expert witnesses play a crucial role in software intellectual property litigations. Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence provides:

> If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.\textsuperscript{185}

It is a long-established rule in patent litigation that expert testimony is allowed to help the trier of fact understand technical terms.\textsuperscript{186} Expert witnesses are crucial for translating technical jargon understood by those skilled in the art into terms comprehensible to courts and lay juries. In fact, some courts even allowed expert witnesses to testify on legal issues such as obviousness and infringement.\textsuperscript{187}

Although copyright and patent protections differ in several aspects, both require courts and juries to understand the content of the works in question. It is well-established that copyright extends to certain non-literal expressions. In non-literal software infringement cases, courts cannot determine substantial similarity without first understanding the technical aspects of the original and allegedly infringing works. As discussed in Part IV, with the exception of the Third and Ninth Circuits, most courts allow expert witness testimony when determining substantial similarity in software copyright infringement. In contrast, the Third and Ninth Circuits follow rules developed in other contexts that fail to consider the highly technical nature of computer software.

In \textit{Antonick}, the District Court reasoned, and the Ninth Circuit agreed, that “the jury had no evidence of Apple II Madden or Sega Madden as a whole to enable it to make this subjective comparison.”\textsuperscript{188} The court pointed out that “[b]y failing to offer evidence of the games in their entirety, Antonick’s proof on Question 2 (the intrinsic prong) was insufficient.”\textsuperscript{189} However, the jury would not be able to make this subjective comparison with or without the complete source code, unless an expert witness is allowed to testify.

First, source code does not present the viewer with a subjective impression. Different from literary or visual works, which usually give an overall impression to viewers, source code leaves untrained readers with confusion, at most. Second, even if source code could have a total concept and feel, an average juror without formal training in programming could not understand the source code without the aid of an expert. Further, in \textit{Antonick}, the source codes in question were in different programming languages—much
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like a literal work written in different languages. It would be fruitless for lay jurors to evaluate substantial similarities of a novel written in Japanese and Russian unless they happen to know both languages. In this analogy, even if the infringing work is a literal translation of the original work, which is clearly subject to copyright protection, the jurors who do not speak the two languages in question would not be able to find the similarity. Likewise, in the computer source code context, the jurors who do not know the programming languages in question would not recognize any similarities. Without an expert’s help, a lay jury would be inclined to compare the works literally, which would lead to overly narrow copyright protection.

A. THE CONSEQUENCE OF EXCLUDING EXPERT TESTIMONY IN COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

Excluding expert testimony in substantial similarity determinations frustrates the primary purpose of copyright—“to promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.” As the Supreme Court explained in *Mazer v. Stein*, “[t]he economic philosophy . . . is the conviction that encouragement of individual effort by personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare.” Thus, the monopoly right granted to authors plays a crucial role in advancing copyright’s purpose.

As discussed earlier, excluding expert testimony in determining substantial similarity would lead to an elevated infringement standard, which would underprotect the copyright owner’s exclusive rights granted by Congress. Moreover, excluding expert testimony would also promote uncertainty in copyright litigation outcomes. Without the aid of an expert, the trier of fact is unlikely to understand the organization, workflow, and structure of source code, which may result in arbitrary infringement determinations. Uncertainty in copyright doctrine would further frustrate the purpose of the copyright system because authors will not know for sure whether their works would be protected under copyright law.

VI. CONCLUSION

Software copyrights present a unique challenge for infringement actions because of the specialized knowledge required to understand the works at issue. Specifically, software source code does not present the viewer with an overall

impression, and ordinary lay observers do not possess the expertise to compare computer programs and decide whether they are substantially similar. Therefore, most courts in the U.S. agree that expert testimony should be allowed when determining substantial similarity. Excluding expert testimony would result in under-protection of software copyright and create uncertainty in copyright infringement litigations, both of which are detrimental to the copyright system. Thus, without expert aid, software copyright is insufficient to promote “the Progress of Science and useful Arts.”

The Ninth Circuit is in the minority of U.S. courts in that it excludes expert testimony from key determination in software copyright infringement cases. The Ninth Circuit must reconsider its copyright infringement test and allow expert testimony in determining the issue of substantial similarity between software source code. Otherwise, the Ninth Circuit’s current rule risks incorrect case outcomes and harm to software innovation.